An 11-year-old boy is referred to assessment in a child psychiatric department due to severe symptoms of ADHD.
treatment (the most common treatment strategy for ADHD) is primarily targeting the core symptoms of ADHD, but does it make a significant difference in long-term prognosis? Researchers have attempted to determine this by conducting comprehensive Cochrane reviews. These reviews have concluded that both in terms of pharmacological treatment and other general treatment strategies (parental training and social training for children), the evidence is not sufficiently strong to form the basis of clinical guidelines (10) (11) (12) . Regarding other potentially important characteristics of ADHD, it has been found that the majority of children (> 80 %) with ADHD can be classified as insecurely attached with respect to their primary caregiver (13) . ADHD and insecure attachment representation display shared features such as high levels of emotional dysregulation in the early years, and problems in peer relations in adolescence (14) (15) (16) (17) . The question is; what comes first: ADHD or insecure attachment? Some studies suggest that inborn vulnerabilities in the child may influence the process of attachment formation (18, 19) . On the other hand, insecure attachment has been linked to increased risk of developing ADHD symptoms (20) (21) (22) . Hence, is the persistent low level of functioning in many ADHD patients an indication of clinicians putting too much emphasis on reducing core symptoms -while other factors associated with ADHD may be determinants of the long-term prognosis?
Perhaps in most cases ADHD cannot or should not be classified as purely caused by neurobiological vulnerabilities or environmental factors. Rather, ADHD may need to be considered in the context of familial risk and resilience. In this, we need to take into account the multiple etiologies including the impact of genetics as well as environmental factorsboth acting across generations. Perhaps we should put more focus into perceiving ADHD as a chronic condition requiring thorough and continuous assessment to address the specific causes of the symptomatology in each family. This may facilitate a more individualized treatment strategy.
